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A set of algorithms which are described below: Adl's Algorithm to check if a given string is a
language accepted by a given Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) Adl's Algorithm to convert a non-
deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) into a Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) Adl's Algorithm to
convert a non-deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) into a deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) Adl's
Algorithm to convert a non-deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) into a Deterministic Finite
Automata (DFA) with inverse Adl's Algorithm to construct a non-deterministic Finite Automata (NFA)
from a given regular expression Adl's Algorithm to construct a non-deterministic Finite Automata
(NFA) from a given regular expression and a given set of states Adl's Algorithm to construct a non-
deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) from a given set of states and a given set of transitions Adl's
Algorithm to construct a non-deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) from a given set of states and a
given set of transitions with inverse Adl's Algorithm to construct a non-deterministic Finite Automata
(NFA) from a given regular expression and a given set of states Adl's Algorithm to construct a non-
deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) from a given set of states and a given regular expression Adl's
Algorithm to construct a non-deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) from a given set of states and a
given regular expression and a given set of transitions Adl's Algorithm to construct a non-
deterministic Finite Automata (NFA) from a given set of states and a given regular expression and a
given set of transitions with inverse Adl's Algorithm to check if a given regular expression is a
language accepted by a given Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) Adl's Algorithm to check if a
given regular expression is a language accepted by a given Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA)
with inverse Adl's Algorithm to check if a given regular expression is a language accepted
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This is the Java version of the Deterministic Finite Automata Tool. It implements the standard
notation, classic automata, transducers, etc. and can read in, write out, and visualize LALR
grammars. The tool can be used as a demonstration of the algorithms and is suitable as a learning
aid for those learning formal languages, formal grammars, or automata theory. It is a very basic tool.
The program's directory structure is as follows: CODING --> DATA --> EXAMPLES --> MAIN. The
CODING directory contains all the Java files. The DATA directory contains the implementation of all
the data structures and the EXAMPLES directory contains the visualizations of the various
algorithms. The MAIN directory is where you execute the program. The program is a Java program
that uses the Java 2 Standard Edition 1.4.2 compiler. How to execute the program Download the
Java version of the Finite Automata Tool here: Run the executable with Java as the first parameter.
This will start the Java interpreter and the Java program will be executed. Starting the program as
java -classpath
\dir1\dir2\dir3\dir4\dir5\dir6\dir7\dir8\dir9\dir10\dir11\dir12\dir13\dir14\dir15\dir16\dir17\dir18\dir1
9\dir20\dir21\dir22\dir23\dir24\dir25\dir26\dir27\dir28\dir29\dir30\dir31\dir32\dir33\dir34\dir35\dir
36\dir37\dir38\dir39\dir40\dir41\dir42\dir43\dir44\dir45\dir46\dir47\dir48\dir49\dir50\dir51\dir52\di
r53\dir54\dir55\dir56\dir57\dir58\dir59\dir60\dir61\dir62\dir63\dir64\dir65\dir66\dir67\dir68\dir69\d
ir70\dir71\dir72\dir73\dir74\dir75\dir76\dir77\dir78\dir79\dir80\dir81\dir
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What's New in the Finite Automata Tool?

FAT is a tool, which allows you to visualize various algorithms on deterministic and non-
deterministic finite automata. FAT supports both deterministic and non-deterministic finite
automata. FAT is able to identify all deterministic and non-deterministic finite automata. Algorithms
on deterministic and non-deterministic finite automata are supported in FAT. Also, the FAT supports
further visualizations. For deterministic finite automata, FAT supports BFS, DFS, DFS-3, DFS-5,
DFSA, Sink and Transpose for minimum, maximum, sum and min/max. The algorithm is visualized
with graph like flow chart. The implementation of BFS, DFS and DFS-3 for deterministic finite
automata is completely integrated with FAT. The functionality is same as a function call to a Java
function and it shows the visualized result. FAT for non-deterministic finite automata supports DFS,
DFS-3, DFS-5, DFSA, Sink and Transpose for minimum, maximum, sum and min/max. Also, the tool
allows you to identify all deterministic and non-deterministic finite automata. The implementation of
DFS, DFS-3 and DFS-5 are also integrated into the tool. Also, the tool supports external
identification of non-deterministic finite automata. External identification of the finite automata is
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done using the grammar files. The grammars are identified using the given grammars and the FAT
displays it in the diagram as shown below. The FAT tool is a combination of GUI and OOPS concepts.
The GUI which is easy to use and hence enables the user to visualize the algorithm efficiently. In
addition to this the visualized diagrams provide an insight of the algorithm. User Interface: In FAT,
the user interface is very simple and easy to understand. The user interface consists of three main
elements: 1. Main frame 2. Tool bar 3. Graphical User Interface (GUI) The main frame consists of
the navigation bar and the toolbar. The navigation bar allows you to navigate between the various
views of FAT. It is almost same as the navigations of Firefox web browser. The toolbar consists of
various buttons. The toolbar consists of four buttons. Two buttons are located at the bottom of the
main frame and the other two buttons are located at the top of the main frame. The GUI in FAT
consists of four main components. 1. Main component 2. Canvas component 3. Search component 4.
View component Main component: The Main component is the main element of the GUI. The Main
component displays the application window. The application window displays the overall user
interface of the GUI. Canvas component: The canvas



System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3 with a sound card / audio playback device and Flash 10+ installed.
CPU: 1 GHz processor with a minimum of 2GB of RAM Hardware: Dual core with Windows Vista
Home Premium Hard Drive Space: 5 GB available DirectX: Version 9.0c Video: Video card with
1.3GB available Recommended: OS: Windows 7 Home Premium CPU: 2 GHz dual core processor
with a minimum of 4GB of RAM Hardware: 2 GB
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